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For a child, responsive relationships are everything,

and they begin with interactions.





These interactions have a name: conversational turns.









The science is clear:

Conversational turns are among the most

predictive metrics of child outcomes.






The time is now:

Educators deserve innovative

professional supports.





LENA starts with a device.








LENA starts with a device.



Whatever you call it, this is the technology that's measuring interaction and transforming early childhood education.
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Research findings, program implementation ideas, and more.







“Everyone has their niche, and my niche is little kids”: One teacher’s journey in cultivating her students’ voices
By LENA Team / February 20, 2024







State leaders on sustaining and scaling quality initiatives in early childhood education: Five lessons learned
By LENA Team / February 7, 2024







Amplifying conversations, transforming early childhood
By Stephen M. Hannon, PhD / December 12, 2023





Read On!


LENA’s impact is powered by organizations like yours
CCR&Rs, state agencies, Head Start/Early Head Start programs, libraries, and more are using LENA’s evidence-based programs to transform children’s futures. Click or tap on any state below to explore our work there.




Or explore our U.S. and world map to see the 500+ organizations using LENA in 40+ countries.






  




      

    
  




  




  


     

    
      			LENA (Language ENvironment Analysis) is a national nonprofit on a mission to transform children’s futures through early talk technology and data-driven programs.


303-441-9085 | info@lena.org    Contact us
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